
Relaxable Commissions 
Terms & Conditions


These terms apply to commissions for private/personal use only.


For business inquiries, please contact me at estelle.pechuzal@gmail.com.


What I will and won’t draw 

If you are wondering whether your request includes any of the objectionable material 
above, please send me a direct message on Discord (Relaxable#2400) or an email 
(estelle.pechuzal@gmail.com) and I will be happy to provide clarification. 

I will draw original character(s) and/or fanart. However, I will not draw any body 
modifications, such as extra limbs or other modifications of that nature.


I reserve the right to decline a commission for any reason. 

I will draw I will not draw

Humans Machinery / vehicles of any kind

Anthro / furry Ultra detailed architecture / buildings

Animals Explicit NSFW

Natural environments Excessive gore*

Suggestive / tasteful scenes Any kind of fetish

*(bleeding/mild violence is fine, bullet wounds etc. are fine)
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Rules for Usage 

‣ I may use any picture I create for sale and presentation in printed form, e.g at conventions, in 
art books, etc.


‣ I may use all pictures for Patreon/Ko-fi projects and other digital projects. I will not change 
anything in the picture. For all images that I use in this manner, I will always include the 
character’s name, the creator of the character and copyright information. (Example "[name of 
character]" (С) "[name/nickname owner]”)


Payment Policy 
All payments are to be fulfilled via PayPal (estelle.pechuzal@gmail.com). 

‣ I will request the first half of the agreed price before starting the sketch. This stage of the 
painting is the most malleable in terms of direction, so please request any and all important 
changes at this stage.


‣ Once the sketch is complete and you are completely satisfied with it, I will then request the 
second half of the agreed price. Once I receive this, I will then proceed with colouring and 
background.


If you would prefer to pay the full amount up front, this can also be arranged — simply let 
me know. 

Cancellations 

If I cancel the commission, I will refund the full amount.


If you’re paying the full amount: I will provide one single invoice.

If you’re paying half and half: I will provide separate invoices for both payments.

If you paid in full: If you cancel the commission during or after the sketch stage, a 50% refund will 
be issued. There will be no refunds during the colouring and rendering stage.

If you paid half: Due to the nature of this option, no refund will be issued.
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Once the Commission is Complete 

I will send you all digital files by email. 

‣ Compressed .jpg file for public (internet) use


‣ Full resolution .png file for private use

The .psd file will not be provided. 

Please make sure to communicate exactly what you want when commissioning, and be 
sure to provide me with all details. Requesting any major changes during the sketch stage is 
fine and preferable; however, should any major changes be requested during the colouring/
rendering stage, I will charge based on how long the change will take.


There will be a 14 day (2 weeks) grace period after completion to request up to 2 minor 
modifications, free of charge. Additional modifications or modifications after the grace period will 
be £15 each. This is a convenience fee more than anything, as I will likely be busy focusing on 
other projects at that point.

 
 
Thank you for commissioning me! 

 
 
 
 
Relaxable
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